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Snowe strikes jab at Lawrence in campus debate
By Matt Shaer
National Politics Reporter

Public Television joined forces to
broadcast the event in syndication
with the nationwide Debate Night —
A small crowd filled Minsky an initiative headed by local and
Recital Hall last night as senatori- national branches of PBS. Moderator
al incumbent Olympia Snowe bat- Don Kerrigan of PBS conducted the
tled Mark Lawrence in the first of program in two segments: the first
three state-sanctioned debates.
featured questions from a selected
Maine Public Radio and Maine panel ofjournalists while the second

drew on members of the audience to
pose questions of their own.
The hour-long debate focused
almost entirely on domestic
issues, with a majority of the

questions concerning the growing more experienced senator.
health care crisis. Snowe seemed
"My grandfather developed
confident, and while Lawrence cancer ... as a result his family
faltered occasionally, he managed
See DEBATES on page 3
to stay relaxed in the face of the

In Memorium

Alcohol policies become
stricter over the years
By Anthony Saucier
For the Maine Campus

body, alcohol has been the source
of controversy, debate and disciplinary action.
"Drink to Maine, our alma
In 1976, while The Maine
mater, the college of our hearts Campus ran full-page beer ads
always."
and stories about the students
When Rudy Vallee took the who "saw beer as the best enterMaine Stein song to No. 1 in the tainment on campus," the
nation in 1930, drinking served as administration of the university
a symbol of pride. Though Vallee (then called UMO) instituted an
didn't write the song, it was a alcohol awareness program — a
toast to the college
step in recognizing
How ALCOHOL HAS B
BEEN
he once attended.
the blurry alcohol
PERCEIVED AND ADDRESSED
Nowadays, it's
situation.
AT MAINE
not a revelation to
In
October
think that alcohol
1977, the Maine
TUDAY
consumption still
Legislature voted
HMO
creates
an alcohol- the drinking age be
plays a role in the
awareness program in
lives of most colchanged to 20.
1976.
lege students at the
UMO
President
University
of
Howard R. Neville
WEtINF.SDAY
Maine. For some,
was one of many to
Residential Lite catches
sign a petition to
it's a social activity
flack for taking over on
reserved for parties.
revert to the origicampus distribution of
nal age of 18,
For others, alcohol
liquor.
their
although
consumption is an
efforts
would
later
of
a
rite
initiation,
FRIDAY
becomprove
futile.
The
passage into
Why tunes have changed Office of Student
ing the long-lost
and how they are now,
Affairs also reafmember of Animal
House. And still for others, firmed that drinking in public
drinking is more of a habit, was against university policy.
enjoyed on a regular occasion, Residential Life released findwith or without the presence of ings that 84 percent of dormitory residents drank regularly.
others.
While drinking might be called Popular drinking games includa college tradition, the role of ed beer die, bizz-buzz and caralcohol at UMaine has been in a dinal puff.
In 1978, the UMO Police
constant state of flux for over 25
years. Among the members of the
See ALCOHOL on page 2
administration and the student

In recognition of the 17 Navy sailors whose lives were lost in a suspected terrorist attack in Yemen,
flags across the United States were lowered to half-mast. The sailors were aboard the U.S.S. Cole
on a peace-keeping mission in the Persian Gulf at the time of the attack. An investigation is currently under way exploring ties between the bombing and Osama Bin Laden, a member of the
Jihad movement. CAMPUS PHOTO BY VALERIE DOYLE

Presidential polls show Bush in lead in wake of next debate
"This is a time of great tension man with blood on his hands cel- for the country to rally around
shows Bush holding a solid 48
percent compared to Gore's 43 in the Middle East, and it is a time ebrating the death of an Israeli the White House, that may help
percent. Although GOP strategists when our country's leadership is soldier," Bush told Pontiac-GM Al Gore in this campaign, but
left
than
a
month
With less
are working hard this week to needed," Gore told supporters at a workers in Michigan Friday. on the other hand, George W.
before the November elections, portray their candidate's surge in rally broadcast on C-SPAN,"and "That kind of action must be con- Bush handled himself so well
George W. Bush has broken a sta- popularity as definitive of the as a nation we're going to stand demned. ... It's important for the other night on foreign politistical deadlock and regained his campaign's momentum, Bush together and do everything we Chairman Arafat to ask the cy that I think it fortified him
lead over Al Gore in several must widen the gap considerably can to promote peace and security Palestinians to step back so that just before this crisis broke,"
peace can take hold."
Gergen said.
before assuming any sort of sub- and the right outcome."
national polls.
The foreign policy arena could
All this comes in the face of
The conflict stole center stage
Bush, who received a boost in stantial lead.
for
howeveither
candidate
the impending third and final
The Texan governor cam- in the GOP race as well, when work
approval ratings after his surprise
former
White House adviser debate next Tuesday, which has
performance in last week's paigned through Michigan this Bush expressed his condemnation er,
debate, currently leads Gore by a weekend, while the vice president of last week's beating of three David Gergen said on CNN's the capacity to either consolidate
Bush's lead or return the contest
returned to the White House to Israeli soldiers by a Palestinian Web site this week.
5-point margin.
"There's a normal tendency to deadlock. The debate will be
CNN—USA take part in the National Security mob.
Today's
"The picture of that young in the campaign, during a crisis, held in St I ouis, Mo.
Today Gallup tracking poll Council Meeting
By Matt Shaer
National Politics Reporter
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Alcohol

from page 1

Department, Residential Life, the
Office of Student Affairs, and the
Maine
Bureau
of Liquor
Enforcement met to discuss tightening the policy on selling alcohol
at events where liquor licenses
were necessary.
The "crackdown," as it was
often called by students, led to
dramatic changes in the ways parties were able to take place.
Residential Life made a mission in helping push UMO past
the party-school stereotypes in
1979. Fraternities like Tau
Kappa Epsilon changed to a
"closed door" party format,
charging a $1 cover for musical
entertainment.
In 1980, Theta Chi gained
campuswide attention after selling alcohol at a party without a
liquor license. State Rep.
Richard Davies came to the fraternity's defense, pointing out
that groups at Hancock,
Stodder, Dunn and Oxford halls
had all charged fees to drink at
parties without a liquor license.
The frat would later receive probation, because of what the
UMO Conduct Committee
referred to as "good standing"
in the university.
In October 1980, the Maine
Supreme Court sided with undercover state liquor inspectors who

had used deceptive means to bust
an Alpha Tau Omega brother for
selling alcohol without a liquor
license a few years earlier.
Meanwhile, members of the
student senate voiced their growing dislike for "dorm patrols" performed by UMO police officers.
Dorm hallways were now considered public areas. Those caught
drinking would be subject to disciplinary action.
In February 1981, kegs narrowly avoided being banned
from the dorms after the issue
came before the administration.
In the fall, the keg issue would
fall under closer scrutiny as those
wishing to throw keg parties in
their rooms then had to obtain a
"keg permit" and sign a "responsibility sheet."
Arrests for operating a motor
vehicle under the influence were
down in 1982, which was coincidentally the beginning of the
"take their keys" and "friends
don't let friends drive drunk"
efforts.
Miller Brewing Co. held a Contest for students to give returnables directly back to the company and earn money for the university at the same time. UMO
declined to take part in it, as the
Office of Student Affairs did not
want to promote drinking.
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In 1983, beer deliveries to
campus were stopped after
Napoli's of Bangor delivered
beer with pizza to a resident on
campus. A police officer noticed
the incident and reported it.
Campus police then found a policy against beer deliveries was
already on the books. The
UMOPD strengthened the fight
against OUI with roadblocks on
campus.
Theta Chi made campus
news again in 1984 after being
caught without a liquor license
during a February party. Rather
than subjecting attendees to an
ID check, Theta Chi shut the
event down. Other fraternities
finding themselves in hot water
that year included Phi Gamma
Delta for serving alcohol to
minors, and Beta Theta Pi, for a
party where one of the brothers
fell off a roof.
Many who attended Bumstock
in 1984 picketed the event's only
beer tent, which was run by
Residential Life. In addition, all
tobacco and alcohol advertising
was yanked from campus.
In 1985, concerned college
students started a chapter of
Students Against Drunk Driving.
In addition to the alcohol-free
Ram's Horn, an alcohol-free bar,
The California Lounge, was
opened on Park Street in Orono.
Still, in the fall semester
alone, nine people were treated at
area hospitals for blood alcohol
contents so toxic that "one more
drink would have killed them,"
according to attending physicians. Robert Dana, then head of
UMO's
Substance
Abuse
Services, released findings that
85 percent of the campus was
consuming alcohol.

Next, part 2, in Wednesday's
issue: Residential Life catches
flackfor taking over the on-campus distribution ofliquor.

LEGAL
Affairs

By Ted Curtis
Legal Services Columnist
Q. After an evening of
drinking, I was leaving a
friend's dorm about midnight
when I unintentionally tripped
a fire alarm. The resident assistant observed me in the vicinity of the alarm. The dorm was
evacuated and two Orono Fire
Department trucks showed up.
I have been told that I have lost
my housing contract and must
pay $150 for the Fire
Department costs. Should I
appeal the sanction?
A. You may appeal to the
Student
Conduct
Code
Committee, but that committee
would have the option of
increasing the penalty, in addition to the option of lowering
the penalty or confirming the
Conduct Officer's decision.
Frankly, you are probably
lucky to get off as lightly as
you did. A previous case with a
slightly more serious fact pattern resulted in suspension for
the involved student. You were
not charged with the criminal
offense of false public alarm,
17A M.R.S.A. sec 509, a Class
D crime for which the penalty
could be up to one year in
prison and up to a $1,000 fine.
Those are, of course, the maximum penalties under the law
and are seldom imposed and
certainly not on a first offense.
The restitution of $150, the
forfeiture of the cost of your
dorm room, and needing to
pay for alternative housing
makes this a hard lesson for
you. Fortunately, no one was

hurt by the chain of events you
set in motion. I would advise
you to accept the sanction and
return to your academic work
next semester.
Once again, alcohol has
been a factor in a student getting into trouble. Inebriation is
not an excuse for harmful
activity. False alarms are very
serious because of the chain of
events they precipitate. The
residents who are interrupted
from sleep or study are
harassed. Fire equipment sent
speeding noisily from the center of Orono is then not available to answer serious calls.
When Justice Oliver Wendall
Holmes wrote of the limits on
free speech, he intentionally
chose the example of falsely
shouting "fire" in a crowded theater as activity that everyone
would understand must be proscribed by our society because of
the potential harmful side effects.
In an academic institution we
must all remember that we are in
a collegial environment in which
the importance of respect for the
rights of others is especially crucial because of the close proximity in which we all live and work.
Legal Services of Student
Government is located on the
third floor of the Memorial
Union (581-1789). Office
hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Mondays, and from 10 a.m. to
7 p.m. Wednesdays and
Thursdays. Legal questions
may be presented to the Legal
Services office, conveyed to us
by campus mail, or sent to
Theodore Curtis or Jennifer
O'Leary on FirstClass.
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Poll tracking may affect opinions of presidential voters
(U-WIRE) MADISON, Wis. Would you switch your bet if your
horse was losing? Experts worry
that voters are, following the proliferation of daily tracking polls
for the 2000 presidential election.
"There is evidence to show
that public opinion polls affect
how people view the presidential
candidates," said University of
Wisconsin assistant professor of
journalism Dhavan Shah."If people's views are in the majority,
they are more willing to voice
their opinions than if they are in
the minority. This becomes a
problem when people from one
time zone hear about the results
of an election in an earlier time
zone and discredit their own opinions if they aren't in agreement
with the majority. They think
their opinions no longer matter."
But while the numbers are

always there and always fluctuat- about polls because polls make
ing, to what extent are voters news stories. However, news covactually influenced by the results erage of polls often focuses on the
of public opinion polls?
horse race of elections. The ques"Frankly, I don't think most of tion of who's winning dominates
the public pays very close atten- the news and leaves out more
tion to polls, except maybe right important things, like the candibefore elections," said Harry dates' views."
O'Neill, of Roper Starch
While opinion polls are everyWorldwide, a media research where, from the street to the
firm. "I haven't seen anything in Internet, both O'Neill and Shah
my career that makes me think said the only truly reliable polls
the voting population is very are conducted by news organizainfluenced by opinion polls."
tions in coordination with profesWhile it is unclear how impor- sional public opinion firms.
tant polls are to the voting public,
"The major polls that are conthey are indispensable to both ducted by news organizations are
office-seekers and the media.
reliable, and their methodologies
"Politicians care about poll are sound," O'Neill said.
results because public opinion "However, that's not to say there
relates to election outcomes," aren't unreliable polls, such as
Shah said. "They often filter what web-based polls. They are
they believe through the lens of unsound to the extent that they
public opinion. The media cares only interview people with access

to the Internet, which is a far cry
from representing the whole voting population."
Shah said web-based polls, are
unscientific because participants
select themselves instead of a
pollster selecting them.
The major difference between a
scientific and an unscientific poll,
according to the National Council
on Public Polls, is who picks the
respondents for the survey. In a
scientific survey, the pollster identifies and seeks out the people to
be interviewed, while in an unscientific poll, the respondents usually volunteer their opinions, selecting themselves for the poll.
"Generally, scientific polls are
conducted using national randomdigit dials of adults, although they
are sometimes specifically aimed
at voting adults," Shah said.
"What they are looking for is a

random sample."
UW sophomore Andrea Straebel
said she is influenced by opinion
polls, but on a limited basis.
"Opinion polls don't dictate
who I vote for, but they do dictate
what issues I pay attention to,"
she said. "I tend to pay attention
to the issues polls emphasize, and
then see how each candidate feels
about them."
UW sophomore Cara Kugle
said she is not influenced by polls
in the least.
"I'm not influenced by polls
because I have my set views
about if I like a candidate or not,"
she said. "Just because the majority may like a certain candidate
doesn't mean I'm going to change
my views. More important are the
candidate's views, not who is
ahead. Polls change from day to
day; views stay the same."

from page 1

Maine Senator Olympta Snowe. PHOTO COuRTESY WWW.OLYMPIASNOWE.COM.

friends
don't let friends
drive drunk
?.'04 ,40,0 401t
Tirtiftwortrittion

lost everything," Lawrence
said, responding to a question
concerning
health
care
reform. "[In turn] my family
had one principal goal. To
make sure they had adequate
care. ... The fact is we're
going backwards in this country. I want to put a legislation
before congress so we can
reach 100 percent coverage."
Snowe responded, "It's a
tragedy ... but we need more
than just easy rhetoric."
Lawrence was perhaps most

the world that does not [comparison shop]for prescription drugs
... as a result we pay twice as
much."
On the issue of same-sex
unions,
each
candidate
appeared rehearsed with their
response. Snowe voiced her
opposition to recent proposals
of the Same Sex Marriage
Bill.
"I supported the defense of
marriage," Snowe said. "I happen to believe marriage is an
institution, a union between a

animated on the subject of prescription drug prices, an issue

man and a woman."
Lawrence's opinion

44 •
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The incumbent rolled off this

did not
conflict openly with Snowe's,
although later in the debate he
allowed that he would support a
partnership act extending social
and health benefits to homosexual couples.

with which he holds particular
specialty.
"It is outrageous what's
going on in this country, it's a
failure of Congress," Lawrence
said. "We are the only nation in
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The contest stayed mostly
clean until the closing minutes,
when Snowe and Lawrence
clashed over education reform.
Lawrence initially suggested that
although the state Senate had won
over $70 million for education,
Congress had repeatedly tabled
the proposal.
After a brief squabble of accusation over their respective votes,
Snowe turned to Lawrence and
said: "School construction was a
priority, but you voted for liquor
stores."

•
04

jab with a closing statement in
which she echoed her 1994 campaign promise.
"I will worry about America's
place in the world, but I will also
always worry about Maine's
place in America," she said.
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Maine Tattoo &
Body Piercing
We are a clean, sterile and sober environment with professional technicians
(artists).

25 North Main St., Brewer
989-2436
must be 18yrs. old w/photo I.D.
tongue piercing $40.00
all other piercings $35.00

Tuesday Night we always have a $2
drink— What will it be this week?
Wednesday Night is College Night with 2
for 1 entrees with your student 1.D. and
select Margaritas for $3.50.
Thursday Night is Ladies Night in the
lounge with $4 Sauza Gold Margaritas and
40% offfood for ladies in the lounge.

70's Party on October 26th
The Era of Vietnam, Polyester, Big
Hair, Disco music to Classic Rock,
The Carter years and you can't forget the beginning of KISS.
We can't wait to see you here!!

shop min $40.00 on tattoos

CASH ONLY--NO CHECKS OR CREDIT

15 Mill Street Orono 866-4863
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Hopes for Mideast peace
agreement destroyed
By Joyce K McIntyre
Harvard Crimson (Harvard U.)
CAMBRIDGE, Mass.(UWIRE) — Recent hopes for a
Mideast peace agreement were
shattered Thursday, as Israeli helicopters launched rockets at
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat's
compound in retaliation for the
killing of three Israeli soldiers by
a mob of enraged Palestinians.
Israeli troops suffered their
worst losses yet at the hands of
incensed Palestinians, and Israel's
combat helicopters attacked several high-profile Palestinian targets. Meanwhile, Israeli tanks
rumbled to the outskirts of
Palestinian cities.
"This is a declaration of war
— a crazy war," said Saeb Erekat,
a senior Palestinian official.
Arafat spoke in a conference
call with President Clinton and
Hosni
Egyptian
President
Mubarak, Arafat's office said
Thursday.
Clinton implored Palestinians
and Israelis "to stop the bloodshed, to restore calm" and to
begin talking rather than fighting.
"I call on both sides to undertake a cease-fire immediately, and

Monday, October 16, 2000

Early fall foliage

immediately to condemn all acts
of violence," Clinton said.
In nearby Yemen, suicide
bombers in a small skiff blasted a
hole in the U.S. warship Cole
Thursday at a refueling stop,
American officials said.
The blast killed six members
of the crew, injured 35 and left 11
missing.
The attack prompted the State
Department to issue a worldwide
alert, saying it was extremely
concerned about the possibility
of violence against U.S. citizens
and interests. Americans were
urged to maintain "a high level
of vigilance."
In a parallel travel warning,
Americans were advised to defer
all travel to Israel, the West Bank
and Gaza, and those already there
were told to stay at home or get to
a safe location. No one has
claimed responsibility for the
bombing, Defense Secretary
William Cohen told a Pentagon
news conference.
But Thursday's violence in the
Middle East appears to end hopes
that Israel and the Palestinians
could soon negotiate a truce and
See VIOLENCE on page 5

The 'fifteenth AnnualMa.tyann Hartman Azoard's
Presentation Ceremony

October temperature returned today as the skies darkened. A weekend of above normal temps
provided an excellent oppurtunity to observe fall foliage, which has reached peak color in this
region of Maine. CAMPUS PHOTO BY SCOTT SHELTON.
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share it with a friend.

for her leadership and promotion of
diversity in higher education

Ruth Lockhart
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The Maine Campus (Maine's thrice-weekly newspaper
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for her advocacy and commitment W
all women's health

Jude Spacks
for her artistic transformation of fabric into
compelling portraits of heroic women

Thursday, October 19, 2000
5:00 - 7:00 PM
University of Maine
Welts Conference Center
Admission is free, but reservations are encouraged
Named for the late Maryann Hartman of the Department of Speed: Communkation,
these awards recognize women whose achievements provide inspration to etner
women. The awards are sponsored by the Women in the Curriculum and Women's
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BEING HUMAN IN THE DIGITAL Ache311,.
These courses,delivered by
computer conferencing & World Wide
10/12/00-12/20/00 Web resources,include live broadcasting
and video streaming of the Camden Pop Tech2000 Conference "Being
Human in the Digital Age."Computers are available at sites and centers
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Violence
bring an end to 15 days of bloodshed that have left at least 95 people dead — most of them
Palestinians and Israeli Arabs.
Neither Arafat nor Israeli
Prime Minister Ehud Barak
seemed intent on peace Thursday.
A smiling, defiant Arafat was
of
hundreds
by
cheered
Gaza
the
toured
he
as
Palestinians
sites hit by rockets.
"Our people don't care, and
don't hesitate to continue their
march to Jerusalem, their capital
of the independent Palestinian
state," he said.
Barak said he held Arafat indirectly responsible for the killing
of the soldiers, and said Israel
would hunt down those involved.
Barak said Arafat "does not
appear to be a partner for peace at
this time."
Meanwhile, President Clinton
said the attack on the Cole
appeared to be an act of terrorism
— the worst against the U.S. military since the bombing of an Air
Force barracks in Saudi Arabia in
1996 that killed 19 troops.
"We will find out who was
responsible and hold them
accountable," Clinton pledged.
At a State Department news
conference, Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright said the
United States would not "retreat
from our responsibilities" in the
region.
"We are operating in a world
that is filled with a variety of
threats," Albright said. "But that
doesn't mean that we can crawl
into an ostrich-like mode. We are
eagles."
Robert I. Rotberg, director of
the Program on Intrastate
Conflict, Conflict Prevention, and
Conflict Resolution at Harvard
University's Kennedy School of
Government, called the eruption
of violence "tragic" in its effect
on the recent efforts at peace in
the Middle East region.
Rotberg said that he expects
the U.S. to redouble its pressure
on Palestinian and Israeli leaders
to hammer out an agreement for
peace.
"The U.S. is in no position
politically to do more than
engage in strenuous peace making initiatives," Rotberg said. "It

from page 4
would be enormously dangerous
for anyone to attack Israel, considering the force of an election
year, because the U.S. might feel
compelled to act."
The violent clashes that have
characterized the last two weeks
had appeared to be waning in
recent days. But when Israeli
reservist soldiers made a wrong
turn Thursday and ended up near
the center of the West Bank town
of Ramallah — a hotspot of
fighting between Israeli troops
and Palestinian rioters — violence erupted again with
unprecedented force.
The soldiers, traveling in a
civilian car, were chased by
Palestinians and sought shelter in
the Ramallah police station.
When word of their presence
1,000
spread, more than
the
toward
surged
Palestinians
tried
forces
Palestinian
building.
to keep the mob at bay, but about
10 men broke through a secondfloor window where the Israelis
were held.
The body of one Israeli soldier was thrown into the street,

RETIREMENT

and a second was dangled
down by a rope, where the
corpse was stomped and beaten
with iron bars.
From the window, Palestinians
shook their fists and made "V"
signs with their arms for victory.
When the attackers emerged with
blood-covered hands, the crowd
roared with approval.
There has been continued confusion about the number of Israeli
soldiers killed. While the army
said two bodies were handed over
to Israel, Barak later told CNN
that three soldiers were "lynched
and mutilated."
Up until Thursday, only one
Israeli soldier had been killed in
the recent violence.
Israeli army officials said the
helicopter strikes were a "limited
action designed to respond to the
barbaric act Palestinians conducted yesterday morning." Deputy
Defense Minister Ephraim Sneh
said Israel did not intend to "conquer" territory in the West Bank
and Gaza Strip under Palestinian
security control.
But the assault showed that

INSURANCE

Israel was prepared to use heavy
weaponry the Palestinians do not
possess.
The Israeli helicopter assaults
first targeted the police station
where the Israeli soldiers were
killed and the Palestinian TV
headquarters in Ramallah. At
least 12 people were injured,
Palestinians said.
In Gaza City, Arafat's headquarters and buildings near it
were hurriedly evacuated. Shortly
afterward, a guard house next to
the residence was hit, and smoke
rose above the compound.
In Ramallah, the police station
was reduced to rubble after being
hammered by the rockets, and
flames poured out of a second
building. An angry mob gathered
outside the station, shouting "God
is great" and raising a Palestinian
flag on a damaged wall.
Fighting continued into the
night as combat helicopters
attacked the main compound of
the Palestinian security forces in
Nablus. Police officers fled into
the street before the shooting
began. A firelight erupted in the

MUTUAL FUNDS

TRUST SERVICES

Building your assets is one thing. Figuring out
how those assets can provide you with a
comfortable retirement is quite another.
At TIAA-CREF, we can help you with both. You
can count on us not only while you're saving and
planning for retirement, but in retirement, too.

With TIAA-CREF, you benefit from something few
other companies can offer: a total commitment to
your financial well-being, today and tomorrow.

• Cash withdrawals
•Systematic or fixed-period payments**
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last a lifetime.
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West Bank town of Hebron, and
gunships attacked soldiers in the
town of Salfit near Nablus.
Israel also clamped an internal
closure on the West Bank, meaning Palestinians could not leave
their communities.
In another development, the
Palestinian Authority released
hundreds of prisoners, including scores of Islamic militants,
from jails in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip.
The releases caused Israel to
go on high alert. "This is a grave
act that increases the probability
of terror attacks," Barak said.
Members of the Harvard community reacted with shock and
sadness at yesterday's downward
turn of events.
"We couldn't have anticipated
the shock of this," said Bernard
Steinberg, executive director of
Harvard Hillel. "We're looking
internally, trying to educate ourselves and sort out the conflicting
data we are getting. We don't
want to react without thinking."
Associated Press reports were
used in compiling this story.
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EDITORIAL
Big brother is watching It's not easy being green
By the end of November, green Shaw's Supermarket check cashing cards will be
obsolete. In their places will be orange "reward cards." These cards offer consumers
discounts but also allow for the supermarket to track what individuals buy.
The cards, which are known as loyalty cards in the grocery industry, allow the
supermarket to tie products to individual consumers rather than simply counting
product sales for inventory purposes. Customers give their names, addresses, telephone numbers, and, in some cases, thier martial status and e-mail address and
recieve weekly discounts. While everyone loves and could use a good discount,
what price does it charge to the consumer?
In this case, the consumer does not have a choice. After November, to have
checking priviledges at a Shaw's Supermarket the consumer must use a reward card.
The reward card also opens consumers up to advertising schemes of various companies. For example, according to the Bangor Daily, marketers, such as Gillette or
Proctor and Gamble, can tell the participating supermarket chain it wants customers
who buy a competitors brand to recieve a free sample in the mail. The supermarket
would then send the samples to those customers.
On the bright side customers can fill out a form requesting that they not be sent
any samples and Shaw's has publicly said they will not release consumer information to "third-party" companies. However, these consessions do not mask the fact
that consumers will be tracked by the products they buy.
Consumers need to have the right to thier privacy. An individual's choice to
trade privacy for product discounts must be left to the customer.

Question 1 not specific enough
A patient lies in a hospital bed with tubes connected to his mouth and nose. Dangling
between life and death, the respirators and intravenous tubes keep him alive. Faced with a terminal illness, the patient knows he will be dying soon but he does not know when or how long
his agony will last. A citizen initiative, Question 1, if passed during the Nov. 7 election, will
give ill patients the chance to decided their own fate.
The question reads: Should a terminally ill adult who is of sound mind be allowed to ask
for and receive a doctor's help to die?
The subject of physician assisted suicide has traditionally raised much controversy. Some
view the procedure on the same grounds as murder. Others feel that since the person is going
to die anyway, why should he continue to suffer and live in pain? By letting a person be put
out of his misery, it is more humane.
But as it will appear on the ballot, the question is loosely worded. It leaves too
many aspects uncovered. What are the guidelines surrounding the suicide? At what
point in an illness is a person terminally ill? Will all patients undergo the same procedures to commit suicide? Do families have any say in letting their loved one kill
himself? There is also a fine line in determining who is of sound mind.
Furthermore, suicide is technically a crime. There are no guidelines in the question that discuss this aspect or the possibility of the physician being charged with
murder from a family member. Will the person who is committing suicide sign a
paper relieving the physician of any responsibilities?
Question 1 has potential but organizers need to go back to the drawing board. It needs
to be more tightly drawn so there are no doubts. This topic should be brought back next
election year and written so that is isn't as broad.

Editorials are the opinions of and written by the editorial board, whose
members are Stanley Dankoski, Kris Healey, John Contreraz, Kimberly
Leonard, Penny Morton, Scott Shelton, Kelly Michaud and Justin Bellows.
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Last
Wednesday,
much
of
America,
including Ralph Nader,
Harry Browne and Pat
Buchanan, were sitting at
home in front of the television watching the presidential debates. Wait a
second, aren't they presidential
candidates
too? Shouldn't they be
up there debating
along with Al Gore
and George W. Bush?
Nope, because they
weren't invited.
Ralph Nader, the
Green Party candidate,
decided to do something
besides sitting at home; he
decided to attend the first
debate in Massachusetts
and watch it live. He was
not only denied this, even
though he had a ticket
(given to him by a
Northeastern student), but
arrested for it!
Upon arriving at the
debates, Nader was greeted by a representative of
the Commission along
with three police officers.
He was then told that he
was not invited inside,
even with a ticket.
I wonder what the commission is afraid of.
Maybe they are afraid of
making the debates a little
more interesting or more
informative. Nader would
certainly add a challenge to
the two other candidates,
forcing them to give the
real answers instead of
beating around the bush.
The commission may
also fear loosing votes for
its parents--the Republican

and Democratic parties,
which would inevitably
happen if Nader were
allowed to debate.
Some may argue that
Nader does not have
enough experience in a
political office to be president. I say that's a good

am very excited to be voting in this year's presidential election for the
only candidate my conscience feels good about.
Some argue, a vote for
Nader is a vote for Bush.
But that's not going to bully
me into changing my vote.
How does Nader respond
to this? "I'm tempted to
say, 'Is that what you say
to a new entrepreneur trying to compete with
IBM? Are you worried
about taking revenue
away from IBM'?'"
You can argue on
the flip side that Pat
Buchanan of the Reform
Party will be taking his
fair share of votes away
from Bush.
"A vote for Nader is a
vote for revitalizing the
system and breaking the
iron ceiling of the current
one party with two
heads."
(Alexander
Cockburn,
Common
Dreams News Center)
So many of us think it
doesn't matter who is running the country; it's all
the same and nothing will
change. This may be true
with candidates such as
Bush and Gore, but Nader
has the record of making
significant changes in our
government, against great
odds. Why not help him
make another.

thing. Where he lacks in
experience in lies and
manipulation that has
become expected in politics, he makes up for in
experience as a crusader
for citizens' justice.
In 1965, he exposed
GM and the auto industry
for producing unsafe cars,
and worked to set up laws
and regulations against this
happening again. In '71 he
created Public Citizen, an
organization that keeps an
eye on government and
corporate powers. Today
more than 150,000 people
are involved in the six different branches of this
group. I don't have enough
room to list all of the
things he's done for the
public in his career spanning 40 years, but I do urge
you to check out this inspirational biography.
We have not seen such
a hero of a candidate running for president in a
Catie Joyce is a secondlong time, certainly not in
my lifetime. That is why I year English major.
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The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the
free exchange of ideas among members of the university community. Letters to the editor should be no longer
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OPINION
Independent, not undecided Water a natural source

of Middle East violence

I am an Independent. I
thrive on the fact that my
opinion matters just as much
as my boyfriend's, President
Hoff's, our local law enforcement officers and even, yes,
even that of George W. Bush
and Albert Gore. I know that
when it comes down to it I

can make as much of a difference in this democracy as
President Bill Clinton and
Rev. Jerry Falwell, although
maybe not in the ways that
they have made a difference
in our society.
I try to stay on top of what
Bush and Gore have been
debating, watch the debates
when I am not consumed with
classes and pay attention to the
media's take on their stances. I
also believe that I have no right
to complain about who the
winner is if! don't go and vote.
What I will complain
about, however, is the fact that
those of us who don't' choose
to take sides — that is in the
Republican or Democratic

parties — are labeled as "undecided voters." What does that
mean specifically?
It means that because I
chose not to take up with the
propaganda of one party over
the other, I have no ability to
vote in the primary elections, I
can not attend a caucus to
voice my views on a particular
subject. Most importantly
because I chose no side but my
own good judgment I am
labeled as someone who doesn't know my mind—that I am
an "undecided."
I was taught throughout my
school career that all voices
are equally important in a democratic society. The voting ritual we go through every
November is viable proof that
we, as a public, have the
chance to make change happen. By filling out a slip of
paper with a yea or a nay judgment, we are using our voice to
chime into the discussion.
However, it seems that by
treating people who hold no
allegiance to the well-established political gambits of Ass
or Elephant, like we don't
know what we want, the country runs the risk of allowing
two party rule to extinguish
true democracy. Heaven forbid
we Independents say we don't

want to become a part of the
political pawn system.
Independent voters, like the
esteemed Governors Angus
King and Jesse "The Body"
Ventura, have made an even
more integral statement to the
political system. By saying we
will make our own decisions
without pressure from one
party or another we have chosen to be independently minded people. And that makes us
even more powerful.
George Washington warned
the country in its infancy that
political parties were dangerous and should be avoided. In
addition to being the first dominant political figure in society
he remains, in my eyes, the
smartest man. Political parties
have only served to divide the
bodies they serve (i.e.
Congress) because of petty differences and party bickering.
Maybe they're the ones who
are undecided.
But for me, I know what I
want and who I'm voting for
and I will on election day. So
don't call me an "undecided."

Debra Hatch is a senior
journalism major.

Give a hoot, don't pollute
We, the students, faculty
and employees of the
University Of Maine, should
be utterly ashamed and disourselves.
with
gusted
•

Maine Campus
Columnist

During the most beautiful
season of the year, when
every tree surrounding us
becomes part of a red, yellow,
orange, and green bag of confetti, our campus looks like a
dump, a trash heap.
I'm not talking about the
construction to the Union and
the new parking lots, I'm talking about not being able to walk
down the mall without stepping
on someone else's Dunkin'
Donuts coffee cup and empty
cigarette box. This campus is a
mess and I'm disgusted.
I have never understood
what possesses people to litter, but just because I don't
understand it, doesn't mean
people will stop doing it.
I see it all over the highways, back roads, parking
lots, and now, I have to look

at it every time I step outside.
Are we, as a population,
just naturally lazy, do we not
understand how ugly we are
making the world look? Are
we so power hungry and do we
have such a superiority complex that we need to destroy
everything in our way, including the earth that we all call
home? Whatever the reason is,
please stop, it is making me
very upset, and it should make
all of you upset too.
If litter could be put into
classes from bad to most disgusting, gum wrappers would
be bad and beer bottles, cans,
and cases would be most disgusting. I don't believe there is
anything worse to see on a
Monday morning than empty
beer bottles lying on the
ground, remnants of the weekend parties.
I'm not telling you not to
"have a good time" on the
weekend, I'm just asking you
to clean up after yourselves.
Not all of us are as accepting
of alcohol as you and the rest
of this campus seems to be, so
be respectful to the earth and
to your classmates and don't
leave your memories of the
weekend lying on the ground
that I am paying to keep up.

Of course, we are all to
blame, even those of us who
don't leave a mess of trash in
our wake.
We are to blame because we
don't swallow our earth-friendly pride and pick up what others have left behind. We don't
bend down to retrieve the
candy wrapper or paper cup,
we don't, but we should.
All of us should help out
and clean up this campus. We
all have to live, work, and play
here so let's make it beautiful
again. Get over the "yuck it's
someone else's germs" feeling
and pick up one piece of trash
every time you leave or go into
a building.
And, the next time you see
someone carelessly leave their
trash on the mall, walk up to
them and tell them, nicely, to
please pick it up. If we don't
stop this trend now, who
knows, come winter time we
won't even be able to tell if the
snow has come, there will be
too much other stuff on the
ground to disguise it.
Littering makes me angry,
and it should make you all
angry too.
Lindsay Schniepp is a firstyear journalism major.

Violence erupting in the
Middle East threatens the close
of a peace settlement any time
soon, it seems, and the U.S.
government wakes up every
time tensions break. President
Bill Clinton is photographed
lately as a very tired man who
probably
can't
wait for the day
his term is up.
Israelis and
Palestinians have
been fighting for
so long
that
national news stories don't even
attempt to include how it all
started.
Have all sides forgotten the
beginning as well?
The problem started after
the end of World War II when
Middle Eastern land was divided up for the Israelis and
Palestinians. Unfortunately,
neither side ended up not liking
the compromise.
What the two and other surrounding countries really want
is the water of the Jordan River.
During about 50 steady years
of fighting for land, a greater
problem has been rising quietly
that tremendously affects the
region now under fire.
World
population
has
increased exponentially. In
1930, 2 billion people walked
the earth. Now, 70 years later,
there is 6 billion. Twenty years
from now, the United Nations
estimates another 2 billion will
be around.
This is caused by population
momentum, which creates the
effect when population continues to grow while birth rates
decrease.
As more people live on earth
at one time, the more they need
land to farm. Those in tropic
regions clear rain forests just to
survive, not because they need
the money, which is a secondary motivation.
After years of this practice,
the new farmland becomes barren from overcultivation and,
through chemical changes, the
land becomes a desert.
Water is scarce in the Middle
East, and the region's countries
are sitting on the edge of their
seats, waiting to see what comes
of the land dispute. They all

want the Jordan River. They are
surrounded by seas and oceans,
where 97 percent of the earth's
water lies, but the oceans are
salt water and unusable for
drinking on a regular basis.
Yet water is not the only
thing on the minds of Israeli
Prime
Minister
Ehud Barak
a
n
d
Palestinian
President
Yasser
Arafat. They are also concerned
about borderlines (West Bank
and Gaza Strip), Jerusalem, settlements and refugees.
Both Arabs and Jews want
disputed land. They both want
Jerusalem, a common capital
city to the warring groups.
They both don't want people of
the other nation to live in the
disputed area.
•
Both governments want the
Jordan Valley because of its
enormous importance to economy and survival., The only
source of drinkable water, the
Jordan River runs through several countries. Turkey, on the
northern side of the Middle
Eastern region, could take the
opportunity to darn the river in
order to charge other countries
for water.
The deserts of the Middle
East may suffer from that
hypothetical yet plausible situation. And so, too, would
other nations, such as the
United States. Once the
Middle East turns upside
down with lack of water, there
will be more violence, making
the last two weeks' violence
irrelevant.
Water is the most essential
resources and can be
earth's
of
valuable
than oil if more
pushed to the limit. The violence in the Middle East is one
of many nations where a catastrophe is promising to occur.
Unfortunately, the water issue
is too simple and essential to
the problem that not many sec
it as a threat.

Stanley Dankoski is a journalism major and new Media
minor.
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The Weekly Forecast
Oct. 16 - Oct. 22
by Kelly A. Preston
ARIES
(Mar.21-Apr 20)
Mercury retrograde midweek
stalls new projects, but ushers
in a time to reassess your situation and make necessary adjustments to your hectic schedule.
This is also a good time to do
the research you need to do for
that big paper. Jupiter is helping you communicate your
ideas to those who are finally
ready to listen without judging
you before you even open your
mouth. The Moon's position in
compatible Leo this weekend
makes it a great time for you to
get out, see and be seen. Look
sharp; others will notice.

wise is preferable to just being
clever. The next 6 months will
find you working feverishly on
some special project related to
your life path. Saturday is looking very special for all Twins in
love--what a fabulous wedding
day that would be for you!
Events close to home and close
to your heart are sure to bring
you happiness and inspirationno matter what your plans-on
Saturday.
CANCER
June 22-July 23)
The Moon shines on you midweek, and everybody wants to
be your friend and hang out at
your place; start making the
brownies now! Thursday night
looks especially hot for all
Crabs.The next week is filled
with opportunities to finish up
old business, finalize decisions,
and settle the score(you know
who they are). Things will get
much more slow-paced soon,
which is probably more to your
liking. Childhood chums reenter your life. It's as if they
never left.

TAURUS
(Apr.21-May 21)
You'll see some of that money
that has been promised to you,
and you are finally learning
how to spend it wisely. Resist
the temptation to shop from
until
early
Wednesday
November, since Mercury retro
practically gaurentees any new
purchases will not meet your
needs or expectations. It's a
good time to reconnect with old
chums and to make all those LEO
call-backs you haven't had time (July 24-Aug.23)
to make up until now. Long Many Lions are or soon will be
walks will ease the stress you experiencing a significant promay feel this week as Saturn motion, one with real teeth that
continues to make you sorry for will reach it's peak one month
all those past mistakes. Don't hence. A sexy Jupiter- Pluto
aspect is making mirrors steam
worry—love will return soon.
when you enter the room!
Competitors will run. You
GEMINI
should be feeling more calm
(May 22-June 21)
Saturn
is
giving
you and settled now, and after
Superhuman abilities to create Wednesday no news is good
your future, especially in the news so free yourself up over
areas of work and career. Being the next month or so for more

R&R. The Moon in Leo this
weekend makes you everybody's darling--but aren't you
always?
VIRGO
(Aug. 24-Sept. 23)
You are finally seeing some positive changes in your intimate
love relationships. That something beautiful you started last
weekend is here to stay for your
enjoyment and expert cultivation. Mercury retro will lure you
back to old places, memories,
and photographs over the next
few weeks; don't press to get
anything new started until you
have thoroughly revisited the
old. Mars in Virgo is like a daily
dose of megavitamins and
Viagra; combined with the forward motion of Neptune, you are
an unstoppable leader this week.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24-Oct. 23)
Thursday's sexy stars give you
cause to consider wearing your
birthday suit with little more
adornment than pride and that
sexy smile of yours! Singles
should be especially hopeful at
Venus's swing into "party-girl"
sign of Sagittarius, which sets
the stage for your best social
time of the year. Mars in your
12th sector of intuition and the
higher mind allows you see
things with your eyes closed;
you may feel strangely tuned in
to the collective unconscious,
and able to act from it's truth
and power this week.
•
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24-Nov. 22)
Neptune, ruler of your 5th sec-

tor of true love, goes direct this
week, starting a wave of love
towards you that threatens to
overcome you, Tsunami-like.
For sensitive, water sign
Scorpio, this may lead to your
heart's destruction before your
reconstruction as a more loving
person. The perfectionist in you
takes advantage of Mercury
retro to go over everything with
a fine tooth comb, making
adjustments and adding depth.
In the future, this will blazon the
word genius all over your work.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23-Dec.2I)
Making changes is putting it
mildly; undergoing a metamorphosis is more precise, but to
be blunt, you've come a long
way, baby, since last summer!
Suddenly this week, you are
able to take everything less
seriously. You are now looking
straight towards the future and
what you want. A spiritual
retreat is called for this weekend, as many stars in your privacy and home sectors indicate
you'll find solace in the silence
of your own company and your
connection to the higher
worlds.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 20)
Mercury,
the
Winged
Messenger, has an important
message for all Goats: take care
when traveling all month, as
this planet's retrograde effects
your 3rd sector of travel. Carry
a gas can, map, and all the
what-if items you might need
on the road until this aspect
passes! Disillusionment with

your romantic partners doesn't
mean the relationship won't
work, just that you have to
work a little harder. Intense
emotions should be analyzed
for merit based on the flimsy
facts and false belief systems
they are based on.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21-Feb. 19)
Earnings should get a signifigant shot in the arm this week,
when Neptune's direct motion
in your 2nd sector of earned
income brings you new moneymaking
opportunities
or
employee
enhancements.
Watch for an even bigger boost
to your bottom line from this
same source early next year.
Your intellectual self is working overtime; use this fractal
friction to make headway in
your research when Mercury
goes direct midweek. Digging
up facts is easier now, and
you've got the brain juice to
bring it all together.
PISCES
(Feb. 20-Mar. 20)
As Saturn exits your home sector you'll feel more at ease
there and the vibes will lighten
considerably. Traveling to take
courses or improve your technique is highlighted now, and
the Sun shines on Fish who
dare swim far from shore to
find opportunity or expert
advice. In love, don't knock
what you haven't tried; at the
very least keep your mouth shut
until you've had the chance to
check it out. Someone may surprise you this weekend in a
most delightful way!
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Crossword
ACROSS
Labyrinth
5 Murders,
mob-style
9 Numbers on
baseball cards
14-- Brothers of
40'5-50's music
15 Pink, as a steak
16 Sign in an
apartment
window
17 Head honcho
is Think out loud
20 Michaelmas
daisy
21 Prefix with
metric
22 Like most
wrestlers
23 Kind of preview
25 Carpenter's
machine

SUMO

No.0209

Edited by Will Shortz

26 Droop
55 Beginning
29 Roadhouse
59 "Don't tell
!"
30 Nuisance
60 Head honcho
31 More smooth
62 "What --- to
33 Medieval
do?"
20
weapons
22
2111
63 Presently
37 Lima's land
38 Relatives of the 64 Tickle-me doll
2511111
illliiU
English horn
65 Tapes sent to
ill
26 Mill
recording
40 Pharaohs' river
dIll
33
32
companies
31
34 35 36
ai Shivered
43 Persians, today 66 Classic political 37
38
40
cartoonist
39111
45 Slippery
67 Card game start 41
43
46"-- Mir Bist
u•42
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Jewish campus organization seeks members
By Amy Saunders
For the Maine Campus

Living in Maine while trying gion together.
Bromberg. Rabbi Brettler, from
to practice one's Jewish religion
They offer a rideshare for any- the Congregation Beth Israel, will
proves to be a difficult feat for one interested in attending temple be teaching a 13-week session on
students on the University of at one of the synagogues in Hebrew at UMaine.
Bangor. There are three— Beth
Maine campus.
According to Rubinson, this is
Hillel, a Jewish organization Israel (Conservative), Beth El an excellent chance to learn some
at the University of Maine has (Reform) and Beth Abraham of the biblical language. The class
been facing rough times with the (Orthodox).
has already begun, however,
Hillel has posters up through
recruitment of new members and
Rubinson or Paulette Ferland can
the participation level of the cur- out campus trying to catch the
eJ)titacted for more information.
rent group. At the first meeting of attention of th.osointerested in the
litlei oft lMaine is a member
the year, 10 students attended.
traditional religious .oyents ol of the N,itional
"There are very few Jewish Judaism. In addition tdriotie,:sin Weekly ne letters are written
ha, a includirq, L!‘eiii,, career, internstudents on campus and some get dorms and halls, 1111 lel
sh i p & chow ship opportunities,
scared because they weren't folder OnTirs Clas
Ac6oraing to Riihnis(ln,
raised Jewish, but we'll teach
campus roources, the National
them, that's what we're here for," decided tot to ti,e I ho
Hindi et, ern caktitiar, holidays
said Miriam Rubinson, former Campus litertuse,. of the anti- and 11ihlel news.
Holocaust '445:10Sed last ycar.
president of Hillel.
l'he newsletter maintains stuRubinson
resigned
on "We are notlgoiptft) Safpnize
dent support throughout the
September 11, leaving the office paper theie so disrePectful.,- itation and keem the, separate
open for Susanna Bromberg. Rubinson said.
grotips up-to-date regaining each
"Everyone has their ryht
Other officers are Josh Zukerman
other's activities.
and Sarah Gorden. Their goals speech, but sometimes that free One of he tral,e1 prOspects
Broinbei
for this year include exposing dom is taken 'fob
ailable to Hillel members is a
more people to the organization, said. She added, it's one thing to lice trip to Israel. The Birthright
meeting new friends, providing voice your opinion, but to deny 1,5rae1,. is. a chance for Jewish men
an enjoyable experience within the mass murder of millions sets and women ages 18-26 to visit
the Jewish religion and represent- back a whole generation.
Isract and find out about their
In an effort to gain attention, .heritage.
ing the Jewish culture at UMaine
from the Jewish community and
proudly.
According to the Web site
"We're more of a social func- to educate about Judaiani, .w0.Hillel.org, approximately
tion to get Jewish people togeth- UMaine will be offering a cra,s twice a year 3,000 students are
er," Rubinson said. Both called "Jewish Women in History taken on a 10-day trip. This is conBromberg and Rubinson are con- and Culture" next semester.
sidered a gift from Hillel and the
The course will cover a Jewish community. A $210 milcentrating on increasing the number of students interested and diverse range of texts, films, lec- lion partnership from philanthrooffering a pleasant atmosphere tures and discussions on Jewish pists, local Jewish Federations, the
for people to practice their reli- women's identities, according to people of Israel through their gov-

ernment, Karen Hayesod and the
Jewish Agency for Israel pays for
this endowment.
The first group attended in
January of 2000 and another trip
was set up for May of 2000. The
next journey to Israel will be in
January of 2001, and although the
application deadline is closed,
according to the Web site, students
are still able to sign up for the next
planned Birthright excursion.
Receiving notification that
you have been accepted for this
trip means that free airline tickets, accommodations and most
meals will also be free. The Web
site describes an intense program
from the moment the group steps
off of the plane. According to hillel.org, there are early morning
wakeups, rappelling, jeep tours,
hiking, the chance to meet young
Israelis, community service projects, tree planting, visits to historical sites and other activities well
into the night.
There is also free time to
explore.
"The hope of the people sponsoring these trips is to expose
young people to their birthright
and maybe increase or maintain
the Jewish population in Israel,"
Rubinson said.
Locally, the group recently
celebrated the High Holidays or
Holy Holidays. This is a I3-day
See RELIGION on page 12

U.S. Air Force Band and Singing Sergeants take MCA by force
By Matthew Blake Small
For the Maine Campus
The United States Air Force
Band and Singing Sergeants
treated its audience Friday to a
world-class concert of breathtaking instrumental works and
polished vocal performances.
The groups performed together
at the Maine Center for the
Arts.
With pomp and circumstance,
the concert opened with entrance
music for the apt announcer,
Tech. Sgt. Robert S. Harrelson,
who formally introduced Colonel
Lowell E. Graham, the commander and conductor of the
band. While members of the Air
Force's color team presented the
flag, the group played a brassoriented arrangement of "The
Star-Spangled Banner."
The first piece of the concert,
an overture from a Hector
Berlioz opera, featured a rich
trumpet line. The clarinet section
played its line so tightly that it
sounded as though there was one
player - an impressive feat.
Tech. Sgt. George Stoffan
played the clarinet solo for a
performance of the third moveDuo
ment
of
-Grand
Concertante" by Carl Maria
von Weber. Several members
of the band left the stage to

make the ensemble smaller for
the piece.
Stoffan's electric performance featured fast-moving chromatic runs and trills. His face
was so intent on the music that it
wasn't until the thunderous
applause from the crowd that he
showed any facial expression.
Until that point, he focused all
his energy emoting through the
instrument.
The band's delivery of Aaron
Copland's "Variation on a
from
Shaker
Melody
Spring"
was
Appalachian
played faster than normal, in a
rigid fashion, rather than in the
majestic manner I prefer. This
was especially true of the brass
section of the piece.
An impressive performance
of "Bring Him Home" from
-Les Miserables- and -Luck
Be a Lady" from "Guys and
Dolls" featured the vocal talent
Sgt. Russell
of Master
Colleran. Colleran delighted
the crowd with his delivery of
these two highly loved
Broadway songs.
His range was superb and
his voice pleasant and inspirational. Though he sang the
wrong lyrics at one point in
"Luck," probably only a few
in the crowd knew, as his face
showed pure confidence for

welcomed the group and presented the conductor with a
Black Bears Hockey hat.
After opening the second set
with the pride-instilling "Tenth
Regiment March" by Robert
Browne Hall, the Singing
Sergeants took the stage to per4 .4 44
form six pieces from the hit
'
4.
?
Broadway musicals "Jekyll and
Hyde" and "The Scarlet
Pimpernel."
While the arranger of the
songs strangely re-wrote several
lyrics, perhaps to make them
more family oriented, the delivery of almost all the pieces was
magical. Evidently the words
"hell" and "horse's ass," among
others, are not deemed appropriate language for the Singing
Sergeants.
The male soloists certainly
out-sung the females. Tech. Sgt.
Ryan Dolan and another male
Colonel Lowell E. Graham,
singer, unfortunately notated
commander and conductor of
the U.S. Air Force Band. PHOTO incorrectly in the program, dramatically sang "Façade" from
COURTESY U.S. AIR FORCE
"Jekyll and Hyde." These two
Themes of Carl Maria von had the best performance of the
Weber." The piece ended the night.
Four of the Sergeants humorfirst set.
Harrelson publicly thanked ously performed "The Scarlet
the evening's coordinator, Dr. Pimpernel," scaled down from a
Dennis Cox director of the normally larger amount of
choral program at University of singers in the original producMaine's
School for the tion. Chief Master Sgt. Donna
Performing Arts. Cox, in turn Abraira and Tech. Sgt. Ryan

the entire piece.
Tech. Sgt. Sharon Weinberg
Nokes on flute, along with
Stoffan, expressively played the
eerie beginning to the Allegro
Hindemith's
in
Paul
"Symphonic Metamorphosis on
...4-4sagemewoniewomo

Carson gave a breath-taking performance of the brother-sister
duet "You Are My Home" from
"Pimpernel."
The only disappointment was
altering Pimpernel's "Into the
Fire" from a male song into a
mixed number,something that definitely goes against the story line
from the production by changing
the masculine lyrics. The piece
was not written for a female voice,
especially that of Tech. Sgt. Robin
Askew, who was better suited for
more operatic repertoire.
The Air Force Band and radioquality Singing Sergeants ended
the program with "America the
Beautiful," in a patriotic salute to
this country. The commercially
polished sound of the vocal group,
each member with his or her own
microphone, was mixed well.
Harrelson's conducting for the
entire evening was expressive and
precise. His rapport with the audience made the performance even
better.
The crowd's standing ovation earned the pleasure of two
encores,"The Stars and Stripes
Forever" and the charge songs
from each branch of the armed
services. It was an awesome,
patriotic ending to an evening
filled with dynamic music by
the Air Force Band and
Singing Sergeants.
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Second album,'Bridging the Gap,' hfts the club scene
By Kris Healey
Opinion Editor
The Black Eyed Peas newest
album "Bridging The Gap" has
brought them to the forefront of the
hip-hop revival. Along with such
artists as Jurassic 5, Quantum, De
La Soul and Dialated Peoples, the
trio has established themselves as
true innovators of the post gangsta'
rap era, and have brought Native
American, Latin, trip-hop, jungle,
jazz and soul beats to a loyal following.
The new release, Bridging
The Gap is the follow up to
their 1998 debut "Behind The
Front." Unlike many artists,
Black Eyed Peas do not fall into
the sophomore curse with their
return album. In fact, the trio
has taken the frenetic energy of
their live stage shows, and
brought it to the club scene with
their latest effort.
Formed in 1989 as a duo, then
eighth graders Will.I.Am, and
Apl.de.Ap, performed around East
Los Angeles, until being noticed
by Eazy-E's Ruthless Records in
1992. The group, then called
Atban Klann (A Tribe Beyond a
Nation), was passed on by
Ruthless after Eazy-E's death, and
continued on as a grassroots col-

lege act until 1997, when the fame their unique brand of music and
Jurassic 5, De La Soul, Les make a huge splash in the hipof their live shows attracted a have assembled a collection of talNubians, Mos Def, Wyclef Jean, hop world in 2000.
number of record labels, including ent to assist them on their latest
Macy Gray and DJ Premier to add
Already, the album "Bridging
Interscope.
release. In addition to Native to the creative and eclectic mix.
the Gap," and the single
Influenced by such artists as A American, Phillipine and African
Currently appearing on the "Weekend,"featuring the chorus of
Tribe Called Quest, Digable American musical backgrounds of MTV Campus Invasion Tour Debbie Deb's 80's hit "Lookout
Planets, Stereo Lab, Ronnie Size the three MC's, "Bridging The
with De La Soul and Wyclef Weekend", have made an impact in
and Portishead, Black Eyed Peas Gap" features Chali 2Na of Jean, Black Eyed Peas are sure to the underground and club scenes.
have gained acclaim for their dedication to innovation, and their love
for performing. As a live act, they
are revered for their shows, which
include dance routines, poetry,
freestyling and a live band.
The position of Black Eyed
Peas as a leader in the new hiphop revolution seems to sit fine
with the group. Their lyrics make
reference to top 40 rappers with
disdain. Their song "FaIlin' Up"
seems to sum up their feelings
with the verse "I see you try to dis
our function by statin' that we
can't rap/ Is it because we don't
wear Tommy Hilfiger and baseball caps/ We don't use dollars to
represent/ We just use our inner
sense and talent..."
Lead rapper Will.I.Am, sums
up the group's mentality," ...
We're not about fronting. This
isn't about image; this is about
the music, whether it fits in the
current scene or not."
Black Eyed Peas have brought The Black Eyed Peas, Taboo, Wi11.I.Am. and ApI.De.Ap. PHOTO COURTESY INTERSCOPE RECORDS.
a new attitude to hip-hop, with

Peer educators commit to drink-out week

Humorist hits
the Appalachian
Trail for a laugh

By Casey Johnson
For the Maine Campus

By Chris Gorman
For the Maine Campus
Perhaps one of the worlds
most intimidating physical challenges is the 2,100- mile
Appalachian Trail. The ominous
path cuts through forests and over
mountains stretches from Maine
to Georgia.
If one plans to do it in its
entirety, a daunting task, then one
should make sure that they are
stocked up on survival gear, and
are in some kind of shape. In "A
Walk in the Woods" by Bill
Bryson, this is most certainly not
the case. However, this is what
See TRAIL BOOK on page 12

Can University of Maine students go a whole week without
drinking? What about administrators, faculty, and staff? These are
the questions on everyone's mind
this week, National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week.
Among many other events
scheduled for the week, students
in the Greek Peer Educator program have asked UMaine students, faculty, administrators and
staff to abstain from alcohol for
the entire week.
"It's an opportunity for people
to step back and view the role that
alcohol plays in their lives,"
Colleen Lynch, a member of the
Greek Peer Educator program

said. Simply put, the week is to
raise awareness about why people
drink.
Stereotypically, most find the
idea of Greek students taking this
initiative surprising. One of the
goals of the Greek Peer Educator
Program is to change this stereotype by better educating their own
chapters, as well as the entire
campus.The program is actually a
three-credit course currently
taught by Dr. Sandra Caron, professor of human development and
family relations, and an alumna of
Pi Beta Phi sorority. The students
take an active role in deciding the
curriculum, choosing the issues
that they would like to learn more
about and bring back to their
chapters. Students then facilitate
workshops to the class, and also

are available to facilitate them to
the campus. Their most popular
workshop is based on the video,
"Liquor, Lust,& the Law," which
the group also markets nationally.
It is an interactive look at the
consequences of partying on college campuses.
The drink-out does not expect
students to go a whole week
without having fun, just having
fun without the use or abuse of
alcohol. Greek Peer Educators
will be sponsoring a campus wide
movie night on Wednesday, and a
rotational party for members of
Greek organizations on Thursday
night.
Four fraternities, Beta Theta
Pi, Tau Kappa Epsilon, Pi Kappa
Alpha and Alpha Gamma Rho,
will be hosting parties at their

homes to provide non-alcoholic
alternatives to Greeks that night.
Abstaining from alcohol for a
week is as easy or as difficult as a
person makes it. According to
Alyson Bennett, a member of
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority, this
week is key to recognizing the
potential or realities of substance
abuse for UMaine students.
"So many people never realize
how much they actually drink during a week," she said.
Bennett, along with her entire
chapter, signed up for the drinkout. Bennett is also a resident
assistant in Gannett Hall, and
encouraged all the students living
on her floor to participate as well.
Greeks are not the only people
participating in National Alcohol
See DRINK-OUT on page 12
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If interested, please pick up an application at the student government office on the
third floor of the Union, or call the student entertainment office at 581-1701
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Beefcake, beefcake, beefcake

Maine-iaks cheer wildly Friday night as UMaine hockey scores a goal, tying the game at 1-1 in the third period The contest ended a tie after overtime. CAmr).us PHOTO
BY SCOTT SHELTON.

Religion
with
beginning
span
Rashashanna, the beginning of
the Jewish New Year. There are
10 days of atonement in which
one asks for forgiveness. Yom
Kippur ends the celebration with
a day of fasting and praying. The
beginning of the New Year is a
fresh start for those who participated in the festivity.
One of the organization's
upcoming main events is a lecture
on the "Jews of Africa."
According to Bromberg, Jay
Sands will be the speaker dis-

from page 10

cussing his experiences on the
topic. The presentation will be
open to all students and those in
the surrounding areas.
Other ideas Bromberg said
she is interested in is to hold a
once a month Friday night
Shabbat dinner and possibly
working with children in Hebrew
schools. Day hiking and a minigolf adventure are also in the
works.
The faculty advisor of Hillel
is Bill Small, a German
Professor in the Liberal Arts and

Sciences Department. Small
and other faculty members are
very dedicated to Hillel and
those involved.
"A lot of faculty would bend
over backwards for the kids in the
group, we just don't have the participation right now," Rubinson said.
The group has tentative meetings, on Tuesday nights. Check
out their folder on first class for
an exact schedule. For more
contact
please
information
Susanna Bromberg, William
Small or Miriam Rubinson.

The University of Maine School of Performing Arts /IL
Maine Masque Theatre present a play by Murray Schisgal

Drink-out
Awareness Week. There are four
other peer education groups on
campus, and Public Safety is
lending a hand as well.
Other events going on this
week include Alcohol 101, an

Trail book
makes this book such an enjoyable read.
Bill Bryson is a professional
humorist. If you are a fan of Dave
Barry, you will enjoy Bryson.
However, his rhetoric is not simply jokes and one liners. Bryson
obviously did a great deal of
research on the trail's history, and
he comes off as quite learned. He
comes up with several interesting
facts about the trail, making the
reader think between fits of
laughter.
The basic premise of the book
is as follows. Bryson, who spent
several years in England prior to
writing the book, decides to return
home and tackle the entire
Appalachian Trail.
Along for the trip is his massively out of shape friend,
Stephen Katz. As a matter of fact,
both men are out of shape at the
beginning of the excursion.
Neither one is at all prepared for
the substantial undertaking they
are about to embark upon.
A funny incident at the beginning finds Bryson at the supply
shop. He is under the impression
that the clerk is trying to rip him
off, when in reality, as Bryson discovers later, he perhaps should
have spent the little extra cash.
Perhaps one of the more morbid parts of the book comes when
Bryson discusses mishaps with
animals, namely bears. One particularly gruesome story involves

from page 11

interactive cd-rom that simulates
blood alcohol content, a keynote
address, "The Courage to Care"
featuring Caroline Cornelison and
sex education programs from the
Peer Education program.
from page 11

a bear, a toddler and the child's
mother smothering the child's
hand with honey, in the hopes that
the bear would merely lick it off.
This and other sad stories
regarding humanities ill effects
on the trail are discussed periodically throughout the book.
A nice touch is the in-depth
descriptions of towns that Bryson
and Katz encounter along the
way. Along the way, the duo stop
in various towns to sleep, clean
up and get some decent food.
Everything about the towns is
described in great detail, right
down to the personalities of select
locals. The breaks from the trail
make for some of the most enjoyable reading in the book.
As most Mainers know, the
trail culminates at Mt. Katandin,
thus making the state of Maine
the ultimate goal, the end of the
journey. For that reason, its
almost worth it to read the book.
For once, our little state is an
important part of something written by somebody other Stephen
King.
The bottom line-read this
book. Even if a book about a path
through the woods might not
sound like your thing, give it a
shot.
Bryson is a comic genius,
and the oft not-to-subtle social
is something
commentary
everyone should have the
chance to enjoy.

A comedy about
love, death, marriage
and the meaning of life.
-1::)ire.c.te.a by MA-rtia Joy boo514s

Hauck Auditorium
4. 7:.30pm
Oct. 18-21'
Oct. 22 -• 2pm

Admission $8.
Discounts available for
students,seniors, children & groups.
UMAINE STUDENTS -• FREE ADMISSION
Call 58I-1755 for tickets & information.

Drinking. It drives you to the grave.
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Men's hockey: North Dakota series

from page 16

well defensively," he said. "This
early, you expect some mistakes,
but we covered our zones well."
Maine played without junior
Niko
forward
Dimitrakos,
shelved with a broken wrist until
November. The team was also
dealing with the absence of freshman standout Colin Shields. The
NCAA declared the Glascow,
Scotland native ineligible for the
season due to courses he took at a
junior college. The Black Bears
plan to appeal the NCAA ruling.
On Saturday night, North
Dakota broke open a 1-1 tie in the
second period with a pair of goals
42 seconds apart and Kollar made
it stand up.
Senior center Jeff Panzer
scored twice in the pivotal second, including a power play tally
late that reestablished a two-goal
margin for North Dakota.
"I have to give credit to my
defense," Kollar said. "They
cleared most of the rebounds
quickly and kept their forwards
tied up."
The critical point in the game
came seven minutes into the second period with the game deadlocked, 1-1. In a battle behind the
Maine net, Ryan Bayda collected
the puck and quickly swept a pass
into the slot. Panzer, skating
through, one-timed the feed past
Yeats(27 saves), giving the Sioux
a 2-1 lead.
Less than a minute later, Chad
Mazerak corralled a Black Bear
clearing attempt at the left point
Donovan and a North Dakota player shoved each other to the ice during Friday's matchup. at Alfond Arena CAMPUS
and fired on the Maine goal. Maine's Brendan
PHOTO BY SCOTT SHELTON
Yeats stopped his slapshot, but
Aaron Schneekloth batted in the

over in time."

Trattnig said. "We have to start

rebound over Yeat's shoulder for
a two-goal lead.
"That's what you get when
you don't play good defense,"
said Maine forward Martin
Kariya. "We just didn't play well
defensively that whole period and
it cost us."
Kariya had tied the game at
one in the first period, burying a
backhanded after an electrifying
rush past the Sioux defense.
The Black Bears did respond
midway through the second to cut
the margin to one. With'UMaine
on the power play, Lucas Lawson
took a Peter Metcalf feed in the
Maine defensive zone and made a
spectacular rush down the left
wing boards. Lawson took a hard
angle from the circle and
Schneekloth fell down. Lawson
stayed patient and buried a backhander cutting the lead to 3-2.
Three minutes after Lawson's
goal, Black Bear defenseman
Doug Janik was whistled for
interference. The penalty created
a 4 on 3 power play for the Sioux.
Eleven seconds into the man
advantage, North Dakota had
regained their two-goal lead and
the momentum.
"That was a great play by
Travis (Roche)," Panzer said.
"He kept that puck in the zone
and got it to Bryan (Lundbohm).
Bryan made a great pass."
Lundbohm skated down the slot
and found Panzer on the left side
of the net. Panzer swept the puck
past Yeats to the short side to
complete the evening's scoring.
"I had to stay with the guy in
the slot," Yeats said. "He made a
quick pass and I just couldn't get

"We just didn't come out with
the same intensity as last (Friday)
night," Maine captain A.J. Begg
said. "It's was the first game and
all, so that's kind of expected, but
we have to get the message out
around here that intensity is
required every night."
"We got another 40 plus shot
night and have very little to show
for it," UMaine forward Mattias

burying our chances."
Special teams play was also a
factor. The Black Bear power
play was 1-12 on the weekend,
while North Dakota converted on
two of seven opportunities.
Maine will stay home this
week and play the U.S.
Developmental Squad in the first
round of the Black Bear Classic at
7 p.m. on Friday.

Visitors skate for Coach Walsh

Does Your Heart Good.

American Heartta
Association V

Classifieds
Help Wanted

For Rent

Spring Break 2001-Hiring 2 or 3 Bedroom Apts
Reps-2 Free Trips! Free Available Immediately By
meals by 11/3 800-426- appt. Orono 866-5690.
7710 Sunsplashtours.com
Orono-Room for red S250
Miscellaneous +utils. Nonsmokers. No
lease. Pets okay. 816-5548
FOR
LEGAL
SERVICES
UNDERGRADUATES-Free
consultation. Service of
Travel
Student Government. M-WTH; 3rd Floor Memorial Spring Break 2001-Hiring
Union. 581-1789.
Reps-2 Free Trips! Free

A coaches foundation has been newly created for college
coaches who are battling cancer. North Dakota donated the proceeds from auctioning these je,seys to the foundation. CAMPUS
PHOTO BY SCOTT SHELTON.

Bartending. meals by 11/3. 800-426University
Classes start soon. 1-800-U- 7710. Sunsplashtours.com
Can-Mix. www.universitvbartendine.com Space is #1 Spring Break Vacations!
Best Prices Guaranteed!
limited.
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas
Florida. Book Cancun and
Advertise in
get free meal plan. Earn
the classicash and Go Free! Now hirfieds Call
ing Campus Reps. 1-800581-1273
234-7007 or endlesssumbetween 9&4 mertours.com
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Women's soccer drops pair of games to Hartford, Vermont
By Kelly Brown
Women's Soccer Reporter
The University of Maine
women's soccer team dropped a
pair of games to Hartford and
Vermont at home this weekend.
The Black Bears posted 1-0 losses to both Hartford and the
University of Vermont, falling to
1-4-0 in America East for the season.
On Friday, the Black Bears
fell to the sixth-ranked Hartford
Hawks in a game focused mostly
on Maine's defensive talents. The
Hawks kept UMaine's defense on
its toes during the match with a
slew of scoring opportunities, but
Hartford only managed one goal.
Jeanette Aukerland, who recorded her fifth goal of the season,
scored the lone point 26 minutes
into the first half.
Maine goalkeeper Naomi
Welsh, and defensemen Mary
Miller, Kelly Singer and Nancy
Dillingham shut down Hartford's
scoring drives for the rest of the
match.
•
Maine's defense frustrated the
Hartford attackers. Hartford's
Sly Skard was awarded a yellow
card 18 minutes into the game for
blatant disrespect for a referee's
call.
Hartford's record is now
improved to 5-0-0 in the America
East conference, and is continuing their 38 game conferencewinning streak, the longest active
winning streak in the nation at
this point. The Hawks have now
not allowed a goal in 947 minutes
of conference play.
After Friday's disappointing

loss, the Black Bears faced the
University
of
Vermont
Catamounts. The Catamounts
managed to break their five-game
losing streak, improving their
record to 2-3-0 in America East,
by defeating the Black Bears 1-0.
The single goal was scored in the
first half by sophomore Megan
Mercier, upping her goals scored
for the season to three.
The game was focused mostly
on midfield play, with Kate
Crawford and Jessie Wratz
implementing most of Maine's
offensive drives. Twenty-eight
minutes into the second half,
Maine's forward line managed to
lure Vermont's goal keeper out of
her goal and sneak the ball past
her, only to find a Cataount
defender standing on the line,
ready to sweep the ball out. Just
two minutes later, Maine's Annie
Hamel lofted a ball over the top
of the net, missing only by inches. With just five minutes left in
the match, Maine created a very
real scoring opportunity off of
Katie Hodge's corner kick, only
to be shot down by Vermont's
defense again.
Vermont tried to switch the
momentum of the game, but
defender Kelly Singer stopped
what looked like a surefire
Catamount goal dead in its track.
After scoring 18 goals in their
first five games, the Black Bears
have now not scored in 368 minutes of play, and have only posted two goals in their last six outings. Maine will practice this
week in anticipation of a road trip
this weekend to face Delaware
and Towson.

In women's soccer action, Maine's Kelly Singer battles Hartford's Sandra Kayulu during Friday's
matchup at Alumni Field. CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANNE MALCOLM

Football loses at Massachusetts 33-10
By Jim Leonard
Football Reporter
In Amherst, UMass scored 21
unanswered points in the first half
and made it stand up, defeating
the University of Maine 33-10 in
an Atlantic 10 football matchup.
The
improves
victory
Massachusetts to 4-2 overall, 3-1
in conference. Maine drops to last
place in the A-10 with a record of
0-3, while slipping to 2-4 overall.
Marcel
Shipp
led
the
Minutemen to the win. Despite
fighting nagging leg injuries, the
senior tailback picked up 114
rushing yards on 20 carries. Shipp

also caught 4 passes for 20 yards,
including a 13-yard reception
during a key 12-play second
quarter scoring drive.
The Black Bears scored first
on a 26-yard field goal by Todd
Jagoutz. Massachusetts then controlled the ball for much of the
rest of the half.
The Minutemen scored on three
consecutive possessions spanning
the end of the first quarter and the
start of the second. Sophomore
quarterback Kelly Siebert threw
five-yard touchdown passes to fullback Damell Shabazz and wideout
Eric Bross while running for a oneyard score himself.

Prayer: Communication
between you and God made
possible through the cieth and
resurrection of)esus Christ
Come tow us around the ragpole
front ofthe library on:
Wednesday October 18th 2000
12:00 noon

Volleyball

Maine scored early in the third the crowd, which included many
quarter on a 32-yard pass from more students then previous
quarterback Jake Eaton to senior home games. Senior captain
wideout Dwayne Wilmot. It Kristi Carver served game point
would be the last sustained for the Black Bears, who took
offense of the day. The UMass game two 15-11.
defense took wide receiver Phil
Game three was all Pride as
McGeoghan out of the game, Hofstra jumped out to an insurallowing the Black Bear senior no mountable 10-0 lead and cruised to
catches for the first time in 26 the 15-5 victory.
games. The Minutemen also
Game four looked strikingly
sacked Eaton eight times.
similar to the third game as
Eaton completed 12 of 24 pass- Hofstra dominated play early on.
es for 163 yards and had one inter- The Black Bears let a few misception along with his touchdown takes affect their play and were
pass. Wilmot caught four balls for down 10-1 before they could
107 yards and the touchdown.
regroup. Hofstra went on to win
The Black Bears will be on the 15-6 to stay on top in America
road again this weekend in search of East. Maine fell to 8-10 overall
their first conference victory. They and 1-3 in the conference.
face Richmond, Saturday at 1 p.m.
With a night's rest and
Saturday's match behind them,
Maine took the court Sunday facing
Hartford.
It was critical for Maine to
USE YOUR
come out strong and forget about
Saturday's loss and they did just
that. The Black Bears took game
one by a score of 15-11, however,
...ALWAYS WEAR A
Hartford would not roll over. In
CONDOM.
game two, Maine looked relaxed as
Hartford took the early lead. With
Hartford ahead 10-4, Maine
The Maine Campus
charged back and reeled off seven
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unanswered points to retake the
lead. After a timeout, Hartford went
on to win the game 15-11. The
Black Bears let that one slip away.
In game three, Maine led 10-4
thanks to great hustle play from
Cheryl Elliott. In what seemed to
be the longest rally of the match
with both teams covering the
entire court, Elliott went to the
hardwood twice to keep the point
alive. The Black Bears forced a
side out and eventually went on to
win the game. Freshman Claire
Poliquin recorded a huge kill to
put the game out of reach while
Leah Voss served the game winner. Voss leads America East in
kills and digs. Freshman setter
Cheryl Elliott currently leads the
conference in service aces.
The Black Bears won the
fourth and deciding game by a
final score of 15-8. Voss and
Elliott again gave up their bodies
in this one, hitting the floor a
number of times.
Fittingly,
Maine put the match away on a
kill off the hand of Voss. Maine
improved its record to 9-10 overall, 2-4 in the conference.
Delaware is next up for the Black
Bears at home Friday night.

STEPHEN C. SMITH
Attorney at Law
• Criminal Defense

• Personal Injury

P.O. Box 1957
Tel. (207) 941-2395
Bangor, ME 04402
Fax.(207) 941-9608
mainelawyer@hotmail.corn
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Maine field hockey falls to Northeastern 2-1
By Michael Gibson

over Pacific and Fairfield and the
one loss coming against URI.
The first win of the weekend
While students across campus came against Pacific. UMaine
headed home for fall break the held the advantage throughout the
UMaine field hockey team had the game but couldn't find the net
tough task of facing Pacific, until Karli Bundy broke the 0-0
University of Rhode Island and tie with only two and a half minFairfield. The Black Bears faired utes remaining in the game.
well posting a 2-1 record with wins Kristy Ferran added another goal
Field Hockey Reporter

with just 3 seconds remaining to
make the score 2-0.
"We felt like we were controlling the game for the most part,
but we just couldn't take advantage of our scoring opportunities
until late in the game," head
coach Terry Kix said.
Freshman goalie Jaye Lance
had a very convincing first colic-

Women's hockey
3-1 at the time.
Maine outshot Bemidji St. 5714 in the game. Bemidji goalie
Bre Dedrickson made 53 saves in
the losing effort, while Froats
stopped 13 for the win.
Maine came out a bit flat to start
Sunday's game. They only had
taken four shots on goal through
the first 15 minutes of the game.
"We had a real lack of energy
at the start of the game", Maine
head coach Rick Filighera said. "I
think the team was a little relaxed
because of the way we'd dominated Bemidji yesterday."
That all changed when Maine
went on the power play at 15:47
of the first. Maine started firing a
flurry of pucks at goalie Anik
Cote and finally netted a goal.
Jarin Sjogren was able to gather
in a miss-hit shot by Raffi Wolf
and fire it past Cote from the right
slot to make the score 1-0.
Bemidji St. would tie the game
on a power play in the second
period. After Maine had been
pressuring short-handed, a defensive breakdown allowed Kern
McEwen to receive a pass at center ice and break in alone on
Maine goalie Amanda Cronin.
She slid the puck through the legs
of Cronin with a back-hand.
The tie was short-lived however. Karen Droog and Sjogren
broke into the Bemidji zone 2-on1. The defender and goalie committed to Droog, and she laid a
beautiful pass across the middle
to Sjogren who banged it in the
open goal on a one-timer at 13:45.
"Karen made a great pass to
me. I was just wide open for that
goal.", Sjogren said.
Bemidji St. would tie the score
again in the third period. Amber
Fryklund scored the game-tying
goal on her third shot in a flurry
around Cronin. Cronin made the
first two saves, but Fryklund shot
the rebound over Cronin's left
shoulder.
The game-winner for the Black
Bears came on the power play.
Andrea Keller took a shot from
the slot that was stopped. Droog
was then stopped from the left
side of the crease. The rebound
found its way to the right side of
the crease, where Keller was able
to find it and put it in to give
Maine the lead it never relinquished. Jamie Hill also got an
assist on the game-winner.
Maine dominated the game
from that point on. Raffi Wolf and
Kelly Nelson each added insurance goals, and the Bears went on
to the 5-2 victory. Jarin Sjogren,
Raffi Wolf and Karen Droog all
had multi-point games. Sjogren
had two goals and an assist, Wolf
had a goal and two assists, and
Droog also had two helpers.
Maine again dominated the
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shots on goal, ending up with a 5316 advantage over the Beavers.
Coach Filighera says that
his team will need to work on
a few things, including getting
the puck deep in the offensive
zone and special teams. But he
also took many positives out
of the weekend.
"All of our first-year players
contributed this weekend. Every
line contributed points this week-

end, and that's great", he says.
"We're very excited about the
start we had, but we're not going
to get to high about it. We have
long season ahead of us."
Filighera also believed it was
good that his team had to face
some adversity Sunday when
Bemidji tied the game a couple
times."Our kids stayed calm, and
they went out and got the job
done," he said.

giate start making four saves and
earning a shutout.
The Black Bears went into
Fairfield the following Sunday,
and pulled out a 3-1 victory, and
got off to a much quicker start.
Tara Bedard scored the first goal
of the contest just a minute and a
half into the game. •
Coach Kix had nothing but
good things to say about her players after the game. "Tara played
an outstanding game and has been
very important to our offensive
firepower throughout the season."
Jen Johnstone scored later on
in the half with the assist by
Noriko Kariya and Steph
Chakmakian to push the halftime
lead to 2-0. The second half was
primarily a defensive struggle
until the teams traded goals with
just 5 minutes remaining in the
half, with the UMaine goal by
Chakmak intl.
"Steph has played excellent
field hockey this weekend" Kix
said. "She has proved what a
leader she is on this team as we
head down the homestretch."
To wrap up the weekend
UMaine traveled to Kingston,
Rhode Island to take on URI.The
Black Bears allowed two first
half goals and just couldn't get
anything going offensively.
UMaine shut down URI in the

second half but the damage had
already been done, as the Black
Bears couldn't complete the
weekend sweep.
" These next four games are
vital to us making the playoffs.
We need to win at least three out
of four to stay alive and have an
outside chance, but realistically
we need all four to have a good
shot at the America East playoffs," Kix said.
The first "must win" game,
came
Saturday
when
Northeastern traveled to Orono.
The Black Bears fell behind early
as Northeastern posted a 1-0 first
half lead. Northeastern got another goal from Sarah Broderick to
take the 2-0 advantage. The game
looked to be all but over until
Karli Bundy swatted in a loose
ball hanging around the net with
seven minutes left to play to make
the score 2-1.
UMaine kept the pressure
coming and Kristy Ferran added
what seemed to be the tying goal
with two minutes left. After a few
minutes of conferencing, the referees disallowed the goal and the
score remained 2-1; The game
ended up that way and UMaine
came up just short despite a
valiant effort.
UMaine will host New
Hampshire next Saturday.

The University of Maine Class Book

The Color
of Water
JAMES
McBRIDE

Faculty Viorkshop
The Color of Controversy:
Teaching Contentious Issues,
a faculty workshop led by
Professor Nathan Stormer,
sponsored by The Center for •
Teaching Excellence. Monday,
October 23, 2:30 - 4:30 FM,
location to be announced.

Maine's Kelly Nelson chases the puck with Bemidji State's Jenna
Crimerud in Sunday's 5-2 Black Bear victory. CAMPUS PHOTO BY
SCOTT SHELTON.

Class Book Panel
A Controversy Series panel on the
class book will be held November
30, 12:30 - 1:45 PIA in the Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union, featuring:
Yvonne Roland
Director of Multicultural Programs
Rabbi Laurence Milder
Congregation Beth El
Charles (Chick) Rauch
Vice-President Emeritus of Business
and Finance
Professor Doug Allen
Philosophy department
Moderated by
Professor Burt Heflin
English department.

Find Us and
You'll Discover
the World!
We may be tucked away on the 3rd floor of the
Maples, but once you find us you'll discover the
many ways you can study abroad through the
University of Maine- Deadlines for Spring 2001 are
2012roaching quickly — visit Us today!

Abroad Resource Room
The Maples 3rd Floor

Study

Fail Hours:
Monday and WfAilesday: 11 - 4
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday: 10 - 4
Tel: 581-3426 or 581-1509
www.unte.xuaiimcedui —international

The Class Book
Video Series
(ROC channel 10).
Do the Right Thing
October 22 -29
Higher Learning
November 20- 26
Life is Beautiful
December 4-10
FirstClass Conference
1 he location of the FirstClass
conference on the class book is under
'Semester Courses,"
The Color oh Wirer retails for $12.95;
the UMaine bookstore is selling it for

For updates and more information visit the class book homeoage.
iibtartes.maine.edulorocsassiJotinsoatwatetbint

1

James McBride will visit'Maine,
March 26, 2001.
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Maine ties North Dakota on Friday, loses Saturday
Black Bears start the year without
Coach Walsh and Niko Dimitrakos
By Jim Leonard
Men's Hockey Reporter

the game went into high gear in
the third.
In the first minute of the final
University of Maine men's period Black Bear defenseman
hockey came out firing this week- Doug Janik was whistled for a hookend in a pair of games with top- ing minor. Thirty seconds into the
North
Dakota. power play, tbrward Ryan Bayda
ranked
Unfortunately the Fighting Sioux took a Bryan Lundbohm feed at the
received strong performances from base of the right circle and beat
a pair of diminutive goaltenders to Yeats high to the stick side, giving
gain a 1-1 tie on Friday night and a the Fighting Sioux a 1-0 lead.
4-2 victory on Saturday.
"There was a lot of traffic in
Black Bear nemesis Karl front," said Yeats. When it
Goehring made 45 stops on Friday cleared, he (Bayda) was there
night and Sioux junior Andy with the puck on his stick, I just
Kollar turned aside 43 shots in the couldn't get to it."
Saturday win. North Dakota
Six minutes later, a Fighting
improves for 1-0-3 after the week- Sioux mistake in their own zone
end. Maine starts out 0-1-1.
led to the tying score.
In the season opener. Maine
Fighting Sioux junior defensefreshman Todd Jackson scored man Aaron Schneekloth gathered
his first collegiate goal at 7:11 of the puck in the corner and
the third period to give the Black attempted to push the puck
Bears a 1-1 tie with the through the circle. Jackson
University of North Dakota at knocked the puck down and skated in two-on-none with Tom
Alfond Arena.
North Dakota skated out with Reimann.
"I think he thought I was going
every player bearing the name
"Walsh" on his sweater. The ges- to give it up," Jackson said. "He
ture was a tribute to Maine head leaned toward Tommy and gav
coach Shawn Walsh who was in me the short side."
Goehring confirmed this sayCalifornia receiving treatment in
his battle with kidney cancer. The ing "the other guy called for the
sweaters were given for auction puck and I leaned a bit, he found
after the game, with the benefits the open spot." Goehring was
going to the newly established particularly outstanding in the
Coaches Foundation, an organi- closing seconds of overtime,
zation that will help battle cancer. kicking out a blistering slapshot
This game belonged to the goal- by Black Bear forward Dan
tenders. UMaine's Matt Yeats (26 Kerluke from the right circle.
"The fog made that save
saves) and North Dakota's
Goehring said. "I couldteams
tough,"
their
only
kept
not
Goehring
puck real well and by
the
fog
see
n't
eerie
in the game; but battled an
it was on his stick."
I
period
the
did,
time
throughout much ofthe third
Goehring
flashed his left pad and
and overtime while doing so.
outpuck
got
the
with his toe, denying
"Both goaltenders were
the
win.
Maine
defensestanding," said Maine
Maine interim head coach
man A.J. Begg. "They didn't
gave
Gene
Reilly was pleased with the
give up any rebounds and
overall
effort. "We played pretty
cach team a chance to win."
of
period
Friday's
third
the
in
periods,
Goehring
See MEN'S HOCKEY on page 13
Scoreless after two
Maine's Todd Jackson scores on North Dakota goalie Karl
game. CAMPUS PHOTO BY SCOTT SHELTON.

Women's hockey opens season 2-0 Volleyball team loses to
By Jeff Mannix
Women's Hockey Reporter
The University of Maine
women's hockey team started its
season with two wins this weekend over Bemidji St. at the Alfond
Arena. The Black Bears had two
dominating performances against
the Beavers, skating their way to
4-1 and 5-2 wins.
In Saturday's game, Karen
Droog scored a hat trick in her
first game ever at Maine. Her first
goal came on the very first shot of
the first shift of her college career.
She took a pass from line-mate
Andrea Keller, skated past the
Bemidji St. blue line and roofed a
slap shot to the glove side of
goalie Bre Dedrickson at the 1:28
mark of the first period. '

Maine held its 1-0 lead until
9:25 of the second period when
Jamie Hill took a shot on
Dedrickson from the right circle.
Dedrickson made the save, but
the rebound kicked out to the
right slot, where Christine Lane
pounced on it and scored to make
the score 2-0 Maine. Only 1:16
later, the Black Bears extended
their lead to three goals when
Droog stole a pass from a
Bemidji defender at the blue line,
skated in uncontested, and slid a
back-hander into the stick side
corner of the net to beat
Dedrickson.
Droog completed her hat trick
with a power play goal at 14:29
of the third period. Keller took a
shot from the left slot that trickled
through the pads of Dedrickson,

but stopped on the goal line.
Droog was cutting to the net and
was in perfect position poke the
loose puck home. Jamie Hill also
got an assist on the goal.
"I was so happy with the way I
played. I couldn't believe that
first shot went in," Droog said.
She hoped that the game would
be a springboard into a productive season for herself and the
team.
Bemidji State's lone goal came
on a power play. Kern McEwen
tried to poke a shot past goalie
Dawn Froats, who sprawled out
to try and cover the puck. The
puck squirted lose and slid across
the crease, where Alicia Kinsman
shot it into an empty net at 9:08 of
the third period to make the score
See WOMEN'S HOCKEY on page 15

Hofstra, beats Hartford
By Lucas Peterson
Volleyball Reporter
The University of Maine
women's volleyball team came
away with a split in two important
America Fast matches this weekend.
Saturday's action saw Maine
fall to No. 1 -ranked Hofstra in a
hard fought battle 3-1. In game
one of the match, the Black Bears
jumped out to the early 5-0 lead
behind the momentum of the larger than normal crowd gathered in
"the pit." The top-ranked Pride
battled right back, however, taking advantage of some miss-hits
by the Black Bears. Hofstra continued to pressure Maine and
went on to win game one 15-7.

After the short break between
games, Maine came out attacking
once again. The Black Bears
jumped out to an early 4-0 lead, with
the exclamation point being added
on a powerful kill by junior
Adrienne Poplawski. That forced
the Pride to call a time out and try to
slow the pace of the game. Maine
returned from the timeout with great
intensity and continued to apply
pressure, stretching the lead to 6-1.
Hofstra would not let the game
get away from them that easily.
With the score 9-4, in favor of the
Black Bears, Hofstra's Head
Coach Fran Kalafer got in a heated argument with the chair official. The exchange got a rise from
See VOLLEYBALL on page 14

